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Mixing things up:
A recipe for odd top partners

1) Introduce a parity under which all SM particles are even and the top partner T 
which cancels top quadratic divergences is odd. (familiar from Little Higgs with T-Parity 
(LHT), but that has lots of moving parts)

[Cheng, Low, Wang, hep-ph/0510225]

2) This forbids the couplings Tth, TtZ, TbW responsible for the typical decays. 
Now include new odd scalars in your non-linear sigma model into which the T 
can decay instead.

3) Finally, we can add a small parity breaking to make the lightest odd particle 
decay.

Naturalness does not require light (sub-TeV) gauge partners and so we won't 
include them.



Example:
The Oddest Littlest Higgs (SU(5)/SO(5))

This slide is mainly for 
Little Higgs aficionados

Key Point: Only one fermionic top partner, and it does not have Tth, TtZ, TbW 
couplings.
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Phenomenology
General Setup



Phenomenology
Scenario 1: ttjjjj

arXiv:1502.05686 



Phenomenology
Scenario 1: ttjjjj Bounds

Cuts:
– 7 jets > 80 GeV
– 2 b tags



Phenomenology:
Scenario 2: bbjjjj

arXiv:1412.7706



Phenomenology:
Scenario 2: bbjjjj bounds

Cuts:
– 7 jets > 80 GeV
– 2 b tags



Conclusions

● The bare minimum requirement on the sub-TeV(ish) spectrum coming from 
naturalness is a top partner (any spin).

● Standard and minimal scenarios with coloured top partners are becoming 
increasingly constrained.

● It is about time that we started playing games with coloured fermionic top partners, 
as we have we have with scalar top partners.

● Here we have killed the standard decays by implementing a parity symmetry, under 
which the top partner is odd. Instead it decays into a scalar and a t or b quark.

● We then introduce a very small breaking to allow decays of the lightest odd particle 
into jets (like RPV SUSY).

● This is usually well constrained by RPV gluino searches (~ 800 GeV), but there is a 
compressed region with soft bottoms which allows a top partner mass ~ 550 GeV.

● I'm sure that we can be more clever and do better if we really want to!
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